The 10th CHIPP CATEGORIES AND DEFINITIONS

1. Daily Life (DL & DLS)

Single pictures (DL) or stories (DLS) covering everyday life with a particular perspective or angle, unveiling unseen or extraordinary scene. Single pictures must have been shot in 2013; Stories must have been completed and published in 2003.

2. War & Disaster News (WDN & WDNS)

Single pictures (WND) or stories (WDNS) covering news moments or unfolding events during wars, natural or human-made disasters. All pictures must have been shot and published in 2013.

3. General News (GN & GNS)

Single pictures (GN) or stories (GNS) covering news topics and their aftermaths in the fields of politics, economics, non-war military activities, social tension, crime and conflicts, relief and reconstructions. All pictures must have been shot and published in 2013.

4. Science, Technology & Culture News (STCN & STCNS)

Single pictures (STCN) or stories (STCNS) reflecting the developments and achievements of science and technologies, the cultures and arts, activities and rituals about folks and religions, educational outcomes, entertainments and stage performances. Single pictures must have been shot and published in 2013; Stories must have been completed and published in 2003.

5. Nature & Environment News (NEN & NENS)

Single pictures (NEN) or stories (NENS) documenting the landscape or wildlife in the nature world, or reflecting environmental issues and problems. Single pictures must have been shot and published in 2013; Stories must have been completed and published in 2003.

6. Sports News (SPN & SPNS)

Single pictures (SPN) or stories (SPNS) capturing/featuring any forms of sports, such as the moments during major sports games and contests,
professional or amateur competitions, and daily practices for recreation and rehabilitation. All pictures must have been shot and published in 2013.

7. People in the News (PN & PNS)

Single pictures (PN) or stories (PNS) featuring observed public figures, celebrities or ordinaries (individuals or groups) involved in major news or highly-focused events took place in 2013. All pictures must have been shot and published in 2013.

8. Portraits (PO & POS)

Single pictures (PO) or stories (POS) portraying public figures, celebrities, ordinaries, or inanimate objects observed in its/their environments or taken in constructed/staged environments. Single pictures must have been shot and published in 2013; Stories must have been completed and published in 2003.

* All pictures should be published works. The publishing platforms acknowledged by the CHIPP cover all forms of print media, wire services, electronic media and online media.